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St. Paul Public School Teachers Receive  
Fund for Teachers Grants for Global Summer Learning Odysseys  

Will spend summer in 7 countries/4 continents to model lifelong learning for students 

ST. PAUL (May 3, 2011) While America’s educational system navigates budget cuts and state shortfalls, 
eight St. Paul Public School (SPPS) teachers will be navigating the world on Fund for Teachers fellowships 
this summer. These K-12 educators proposed their ideal professional development experiences to FFT, 
and were awarded $5,000 individual and $10,000 team grants for self-designed odysseys to China, 
Mexico, Russia, Poland, South Africa, Spain and the United States. 

“This Fund for Teachers fellowship is an amazing opportunity for me to pursue something I am 
passionate about, and gets me so excited to ignite that same enthusiasm in my students,” said Kristin 
Peterson, teacher at Battle Hill Elementary, who will use her FFT grant to participate in the Yellowstone 
National Park Institute's The Illustrated Journal for Heart, Art and Science seminar to learn journaling 
techniques that help special education students experience the intense sense of peace, wonder, and 
contentment achieved by spending time in nature. 

Additional SPPS teachers who received Fund for Teachers grants include: 

• Heidi Geimer (Capitol Hill Magnet) who will research, alongside Earthwatch Institute scientists, 
the South African penguins on Robben Island to explore the relationship between writing and 
science through documentation captured in a science notebook to be replicated by students; 

• Naomi Larson (Johnson Senior High) who will walk the Camino Portuguese, one of several 
pilgrimages to Santiago, Spain, to create an Adventure Literature elective in which students read 
and reflect on travel, walking, and adventure texts and are inspired to reflect upon their own life 
journey; and, 

• Brad Ollman (St. Anthony Park Elementary) who will study folk music, cumbia dance and 
marimba playing in three distinct regions of Mexico (Mexico City, Cuernavaca, and Morelia) to 
authentically teach Mexican music and validate the culture for students of Mexican heritage. 

Fund for Teachers partners with The St. Paul Foundation to locally administer the selection process. 
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Over the past 10 years, Fund for Teachers has awarded more than $475,000 in teacher grants to 132 
SPPS teachers. “These teacher fellowships create a ripple effect of inspired learning for the teacher, 
their students, and the broader school community,” says FFT executive director Karen Kovach Webb. 
“We believe that when teachers are more empowered as lead learners, they can deliver better 
instruction, and their students are more engaged.”  

Nationally, 430 teachers across the United States received $1.7 million in Fund for Teachers summer 
travel grants this year. A complete list of these teachers’ project descriptions and destinations, including 
every SPPS recipient, is available at fundforteachers.org.   

About Fund for Teachers 
A national, donor-supported organization, Fund for Teachers makes an important contribution to America’s 
educational conversation by expanding the definition of teacher professional development. By investing $15.9 
million in 4,500 educators over the past ten years, Fund for Teachers inspires teachers’ pursuit of meaningful, self-
designed work that translates into skills and scholarship directly impacting student learning. For more information, 
visit fundforteachers.org, facebook.com/fundforteachers or twitter.com/fundforteachers. 

About The St. Paul Foundation 
The Saint Paul Foundation, the state's largest community foundation, serving Saint Paul and surrounding areas 
since 1940, works to mobilize resources and be a catalyst to enrich lives and communities. For more information, 
visit saintpaulfoundation.org. 
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